
Welcome to Our Leavers’ Powerpoint

This year has been very unusual, and we don’t think we will ever 
forget it! We have had to learn at home, and we are very lucky to 
be able to come back to school, even if we’ve had to socially 
distance. We have learnt so much throughout our time at 
Cusgarne, and we’ve had so much fun too. We will all achieve so 
much in the future, whether we go to Richard Lander, Redruth or 
Penryn. We are so glad that we were able to grow up with a 
group of such amazing people, we will miss each other so much! 
We can’t believe we have achieved so much in such a short time, 
and we will all be sad to say goodbye to Cusgarne.

Hope you enjoy our memories in
this powerpoint...



Memories…by Aaron

My Memories at Cusgarne

I have been at Cusgarne for as long as I can remember and 
although there’s been bad weather it’s been great! There’s 
been a few highs and lows, but it’s a great place to find 
nice friends and have fun. I have been at Cusgarne for 7 
years now and am leaving soon. My memories are: when I 
used to dress up as a policeman every day in class one, 
watching chicks hatch from their eggs in class 2, actually 
being tidy and listening to audio books with headphones in 
class 1 and 2. My time at Cusgarne: 4th September 2013 -
23rd July 2020.



Memories…by Aaron



I remember coming here for the first time. I only came here in year 
4. When I got here I remember meeting all the year 4 girls. They 
were the nicest friends ever.
When I went into year five it was the best. We went on school camp 
it was so fun. I remember jumping off the hill into the water. It was 
really funny when Sofia jumped in and lost her shoe. We also had a 
campfire and we roasted marshmallows and ate them (they were 
yummy.)
In year 6 it was the best year of my life, we were planning loads of 
things to do but something extraordinary happened! A virus was on 
the loose. So we couldn't go to school, but we were allowed to come 
back to school for the last two weeks. I have had the best days of 
my life here at Cusgarne.

Memories…by Chanel



Memories…by Chanel



Memories…By Chay

I remember coming in on the first day and we had to leave our 
favourite teddy in School.
When I was in reception I can remember playing with cars and 
they had big shiny wheels and we made little towns with 
blocks.
When I was in Class 2 I remember making a helmet and a 
shield for our topic on Vikings- it was awesome!
In Class 3 I remember going on school camp and going gorge 
scrambling. We had to jump into a large pool in the stream and 
climb up loads of rocks. It was fun but really cold! 



Memories…By Chay



Memories…By Helen

1. I remember the first time I met Miss Palmer was at the teddy 
bear picnic and we had to bring in one of our teddies and give 
it to Miss Palmer so on our first day we could have our teddy 
bear's back .
2. I remember the first winter I had in year one at Cusgarne 
and Miss Palmer took us out to the bottom field and we looked 
for frozen skeleton leaves.
3. I remember when I was a year two Mrs Murray put a stereo 
at the back of the room so we could listen to audio-books by 
David Walliams and we had a rota to decide who used it.
4. I can remember in year three we made bridges with our 
learning partner and we had to use toy cars to check if they  
are stable.

. 



Memories…By Helen

5. I remember going on school camp to London and going 
to Harry Potter studios and watching the lion king live and 
the science museum.
6. I remember going to the Aspire games in year 5 and 
getting a yellow t-shirt and being in Jamaica.
7. In year six I became our school council rep and our first 
charity was the blood bikes and we raised £400.



Memories…By Helen



Memories… By Lauren

My Memories - Lauren

- On my first day, Millie came to me and said, “don’t be 
scared, school is only like 3 hours, so you’ll be home soon!”
- We used to play with a wooden doll house, and we sent 
grandpa to the ‘dessert’ with the house’s stairs.
- Millie and I used to huddle next to the drainpipe, and we 
named it ‘the warmie corner’.
- We had ducks in class 2 and I got to name one Dave.
- We would swing in circles around the goal posts on the 
grass, and have races on who could spin the fastest.
- I enjoyed listening to demon dentist in ERIC



Memories at my first school… By Lauren



Memories… By Lauren



Memories…By Lennon

My Memories at Cusgarne School

I really enjoyed Cusgarne school especially learning about 
how to play football and a tiny bit about hockey.

I enjoyed getting better at handwriting but I enjoyed writing 
on the computer instead of writing by hand but schools are 
supposed to teach you and make you better than you are right 
now.

However, my favourite part of my memories was making 
friends at Cusgarne, such as friends called Aaron, Chay and 
Elian - well, actually they are my best friends. But my friends 
are everyone in the class.



Memories…By Lennon

It also helped a lot when I was getting very annoyed and 
confused in class but then Miss McCauley took me out into 
the hall to steam off and calm down for a bit so I could come 
back to class renew, so i wouldn't be as annoyed at 
math and English as I originally was and that's how I used 
to be able to complete the subject I was on.

And I really enjoyed the basketball court at the bottom side 
of the playground so I would be able to practice some shots 
for if I ever wanted to play again.



Memories…By Lennon



Memories…By Matthew
I remember that I used to be Miss Palmer’s IT helper. At the end of the 
year I got a reward for it at the end of the year, and then I broke the 
trophy.
I really wanted to be Angel Gabriel in the Nativity. Also they have kept 
my outfit for the play! (I Got in a bit of a strop when they said I 
couldn't do it next year.)
I remember when we were reception we had tea bags that could make 
the water different colours. Then we dropped all the tea bags. Which 
was a big mistake.
I remember the Christmas play we did in reception. I think it was the 
snowman at sunset. My Mum and Dad were recording it, and when I 
started singing. I sang very,very loud. We still have the embarrassing 
recording.
I remember getting very muddy with Chay, Sunny and Aaron. We were 
on the field just after It rained. With that we had to change into our PE 
kits!



Memories…By Matthew



Memories…By Millie

- I remember the day when Matthew hit me in the face with 
tennis racket, in year 1 ( I know this is not a happy memory 
but I vividly remember it, so I feel that it needs to be here).
- I remember the visiting day in reception when my 
grandparents came, I was very excited!
- I remember listening to David Walliams stories with 
Lauren in Class 2 such as, demon dentist, boy in the dress 
and billionaire boy.
- I remember when it was cold outside at playtime, Lauren 
and I used to snuggle up together in a special corner which 
we called the “warmy corner”. Where we would time travel!



I remember in class 2 when Lauren and I used to play with a 
wooden doll house. We would each choose a character and in the 
game we sent grandpa to the desert with the stairs and Lauren 
wrote a letter to grandpa to say that we have left him in the 
dessert with the stairs! We even got “giggleitis” because of it.

- In year 4, I remember going on school camp to London, it was 
the best school camp I think I have ever been on.

Memories…By Millie



Memories…By Millie



Memories…By Oscar

I joined Cusgarne on April 10 2016, that was half way through 
year 2. When I joined I remember I cried before school 
however people like: Matthew, Chay, Aaron, Sunny and Kit all 
welcomed me in. On the first day I was there I felt very silly 
and nervous. At playtime, I either played with the bouncy 
balls with Chay and Aaron or played with Sunny and 
Matthew, in a minecraft sort of thing… Halfway through the 
week I felt better about myself and on the occasional day, I 
laughed and had fun. When the year came to a close, I was 
sad that they would go so quickly. I didn’t really like French 
in class and sometimes was very bored, however I loved maths 
and making friends. When I went into year three, I made a 
stronger bond with Matthew and Sunny, however in the 
process got separated from Aaron and Chay a bit.... 



The math got harder in year three although I still enjoyed it. When 
the new year two’s came in I didn't really know what to think of 
them. At first, I found them annoying, but soon made very good 

friends with them such as: Archie, Nathan, Oliver and Harrison. As 
we went into year 4 i think we were all very afraid, however Mrs. 
Turner made us feel like we were always together. My sister left a 

year earlier, and I cried when she left, even though we were always 
together at home. Although there have been hard days and boring 
rain, we have all stuck together and pushed through it all. In year 
5 the realisation that we would leave started to kick in. We learned 
things about famous people, scientists, mathematicians and famous 

historians. When we were in year 6 we had reached maximum 
friendship levels and over the years I had pushed Aaron out and 
called him things that weren’t true about him. I need to learn to 

forgive and that is what I have done now. 

Memories…By Oscar

. 



When Covid-19 started everything was then boring. We couldn’t talk 
to each other and my fitness levels went down. I learned new things 
such as scientists like Isaac Newton and Albert Einstein, Algebra and 
many things about English. The disease brought us together and now 
we have to leave each other again, but one thing for sure, I will never 
forget this school and the friends I made in it.

Memories…By Oscar

. 



Memories…By Oscar

. 



-I remember in year 1 playing Dragons with Lola and Helen and 
every time we saw an oval-shaped rock we were convinced that it 

was a Dragon egg!

-I remember in class 1 when we were really exited for PE on Friday 
because of the equipment (my favourite was swinging on the ropes)

- I remember in year 6 doing cross country and feeling so hot and 
exhausted I felt sick

Memories…By Sofia



Memories…By Sofia



Memories…By Sunny

I remember in reception on my first day of school with 
something in my tummy it wasn’t my breakfast it was 
in fact butterflies.

On my first day I remember the size of my buddy and 
the size of my friend buddy's friend and the size of her 
friend.

Myself, Aaron, Chay and Matthew were very muddy. I 
had mud all over my clothes.



Memories…By Sunny



Our Sporting Achievements



Fond memories of school camp



Poems



Poems



Poems



Poems



Class of 2020



Goodbye and Good Luck


